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Abstract: Dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasmas and plasma catalysis are becoming an alternative
procedure to activate various gas phase reactions. A low-temperature and normal operating pressure
are the main advantages of these processes, but a limited energy efficiency and little selectivity
control hinder their practical implementation. In this work, we propose the use of isotope labelling to
retrieve information about the intermediate reactions that may intervene during the DBD processes
contributing to a decrease in their energy efficiency. The results are shown for the wet reforming
reaction of methane, using D2 O instead of H2 O as reactant, and for the ammonia synthesis, using
NH3 /D2 /N2 mixtures. In the two cases, it was found that a significant amount of outlet gas molecules,
either reactants or products, have deuterium in their structure (e.g., HD for hydrogen, CDx Hy for
methane, or NDx Hy for ammonia). From the analysis of the evolution of the labelled molecules as
a function of power, useful information has been obtained about the exchange events of H by D
atoms (or vice versa) between the plasma intermediate species. An evaluation of the number of these
events revealed a significant progression with the plasma power, a tendency that is recognized to be
detrimental for the energy efficiency of reactant to product transformation. The labelling technique is
proposed as a useful approach for the analysis of plasma reaction mechanisms.
Keywords: dielectric barrier discharge (DBD); isotope labelling; methane reforming; ammonia
synthesis; plasma catalysis

1. Introduction
Plasma and plasma catalysis with dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) reactors have been widely
utilized for a large variety of chemical processes, including the reforming of hydrocarbons [1–3], the
abatement of contaminants [4–6], or the synthesis of ammonia [7–9]. There are two major shortcomings
when dealing with DBD plasma reactions. The first one refers to the energy efficiency, which, in general,
is still much lower than that required for the current chemical or catalytic procedures. The second
refers to the selectivity, which is still an unsolved challenge when trying to favor the formation of a
particular product in detriment to others [10]. These limitations stem from the same nature of the
plasma processes where kinetics control the reaction pathways and thermodynamics is a secondary
player in determining the final reaction outputs. In addition, although much attention has been
paid to the influence of electrical operating conditions (voltage, frequencies, etc.), there is still limited
knowledge about the influence of other working parameters, such as the residence time of the reactants,
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internal structure of the reactors, and therefore the distribution of gases within the discharge, and so
on. In recent works on the synthesis of ammonia [9,11] and on the reforming of hydrocarbons [3,12],
we have demonstrated how the reaction performance is affected by these parameters. In particular,
using deuterated water for the wet reforming reaction of methane, we were able to prove that not only
direct reactions transforming the reactants (methane and water) intro products (hydrogen and carbon
Monoxide) take place in the plasma, but also a panoply of intermediate processes that, consuming
energy, do not lead to the formation of new product molecules [3]. To our knowledge, this is a first
attempt in the literature to characterize DBD gas synthesis mechanisms, using a methodology that,
while widely used in conventional or enzymatic catalysis for the same purpose [13–17], has only been
incipiently used to study the plasma removal of pollutants [18–20].
In the present paper, we want to further explore the use of the isotope labelling technique
to unravel the reaction mechanisms in the DBD plasma reactions. We studied two reactions, the
synthesis of ammonia using hydrogen and nitrogen as reactants, and the wet reforming of methane
to yield CO plus hydrogen. In the first case, we carried out experiments with a ternary mixture of
ammonia/hydrogen/nitrogen, which, in the normal operating conditions of our reactor, represents
the outlet mixture obtained during ammonia synthesis (i.e., including the ammonia formed and the
unreacted hydrogen and nitrogen). We show that treating a mixture of N2 /D2 /NH3 (i.e., where
H2 has been substituted by D2 ) does not significantly alter the ammonia content in the outlet as
compared to the inlet gas mixture, but substantially modifies the distribution of D atoms between
the ammonia and hydrogen molecules, in a proportion that depends on the plasma power. Using the
same methodology, we revisited the wet reforming reaction studied in our previous work [3] using
mixtures of CH4 plus D2 O (instead of conventional H2 O) as reactants, and where we studied the
distribution of D in the outlet gas molecules as a function of the applied power. A careful analysis of the
distribution of deuterium isotopes in the different outlet molecules provides useful information about
both the occurrence of completely inefficient secondary processes (i.e., processes that do not contribute
to the formation of the desired product compounds) and their relative importance, depending on
electrical operational conditions. From this study, we propose a general methodology for the use of
labelling techniques, which may help to unravel the DBD mechanisms intervening during the plasma
synthesis reactions.
2. Results and Discussion
Before analyzing the isotopic exchange processes that took place for the selected reactions,
we will first discuss the methodological basis utilized for the analysis of isotope labelling using
mass spectrometry (MS) and infrared spectroscopy (IR).
2.1. Analysis of Plasmas Induced Isotope Exchange Reactions
For the ammonia reaction, we reported a maximum nitrogen conversion of 7% according to
Reaction (1) [9], where the nitrogen and hydrogen acting as reactants give rise to ammonia, as follows:
Nitrogen + 3 Hydrogen → Ammonia,

(1)

For the reported conditions of the maximum nitrogen conversion in the literature [11], for each
100 molecules of nitrogen and 100 of hydrogen in the inlet mixture, seven nitrogen molecules would
transform into the ammonia. The outlet gas mixture would consist of 14 molecules of ammonia
(product of Reaction (1)), 93 molecules of unreacted nitrogen, and 79 molecules of unreacted hydrogen.
We attributed this relatively low reaction yield, in comparison with that attained in conventional
catalytic processes [21] (yet the 7% found is one of the highest reported for the DBD synthesis
of ammonia [7–9]), to the existence of back reactions leading to the formation of nitrogen and
hydrogen from the formed ammonia (i.e., the inverse of Reaction (1)) or other intermediate processes,
which result inefficient in rendering ammonia molecules. The isotope reaction experiment carried
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the occurrence of intermediate processes that are neutral with respect to the formation of new
ammonia molecules. For this purpose, we used a ternary gas mixture of nitrogen, hydrogen, and
out in the present work does not pretend to increase the reaction yield, but instead evaluates the
ammonia, approaching the composition of the outlet gas mixture of Reaction (1) reported in the
occurrence of intermediate processes that are neutral with respect to the formation of new ammonia
literature
[11], and ensuring that the amount of ammonia in the inlet and outlet mixtures remains
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activation of the ternary mixture was the NH3 inlet gas feeding the reactor.
The typical MS and IR spectra of the outlet
gases after the plasma activation of the NH3/D2/N2
The typical MS and IR spectra of the outlet gases after the plasma activation of the NH3 /D2 /N2
mixture for three power values is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. (a) Comparison of selected mass spectra recorded for the NH /D /N mixture plasma
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Figure 1. (a) Comparison of selected mass spectra recorded for the NH3/D2/N
2 mixture plasma treated
treated at increasing powers in the dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) reactor; (b) infrared spectroscopy
at increasing powers in the dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) reactor; (b) infrared spectroscopy (IR)
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A first account of the isotope labelling experiments for the wet reforming reaction was reported
Methane + Water → Carbon Monoxide + 3 Hydrogen,
(2)
by the authors of [3], for a process that complied with the following stoichiometry:
The outlet gasesMethane
consisted+of
unreacted
methane
and water,
monoxide, and hydrogen.(2)
Water
→ Carbon
Monoxide
+ 3carbon
Hydrogen,
A conversion up to 50% of the initial methane flow was achieved under maximum operating power

The outlet gases consisted of unreacted methane and water, carbon monoxide, and hydrogen. A
conversion up to 50% of the initial methane flow was achieved under maximum operating power
conditions (i.e., for 100 molecules of methane in the inlet mixture, there would be 50 molecules in of
CO and 50 of methane in the outlet gas mixture). For the isotope labelling experiments, conventional
water (i.e., H2O) was substituted by deuterated water (D2O). For this reaction, the MS reported in the
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conditions (i.e., for 100 molecules of methane in the inlet mixture, there would be 50 molecules
in of CO and 50 of methane in the outlet gas mixture). For the isotope labelling experiments,
conventional water (i.e., H2 O) was substituted by deuterated water (D2 O). For this reaction,
the MS reported in the literature [3] showed the appearance of m/z peaks, due to H2 + D2 + HD
(as hydrogen), CH4 + CH3 D + CH2 D2 (as methane), and D2 O + DHO + H2 O (as water).
A quantitative evaluation of the percentages of the labelled molecules (i.e., incorporating D in their
structure) in ammonia and hydrogen (Reaction (1)), and in hydrogen, methane, and water (Reaction
(2)) are possible from the intensity of the MS peaks, taking into account the contributions to a particular
peak of the molecular and molecular fragmented ions with this mass to charge (m/z) ratio. A summary
of the different contributions to each particular m/z peak is reported in Table 1. The contributions
of the doubly ionized species are disregarded in our analysis because of their very low probability.
A quantitative evaluation of the percentage of labelled molecules can be made discounting the intensity
of the residual masses always present in the MS analysis chamber (e.g., due to residual hydrogen,
water, and hydrocarbons, an example of this can be seen in the Supporting Information, Figure S1)
and also that of ionized molecular fragments with contributions that can be taken from fragmentation
pattern libraries [22]. For example, to estimate the relative amount of NDH2 in the outlet mixture,
we proceed by assuming that I (m/z = 18) = I (H2 O+ ) + I (ND2 + ) + I (NDH2 + ), where I (H2 O+ ) is the
intensity due to the residual water and is determined when measuring the spectrum of the initial
mixture before switching on the plasma (see Figure S1), and I (ND2 + ) is determined from the intensity
of the ND2 H+ (m/z = 19) and ND3 + (m/z = 20) peaks and their reported fragmentation patterns [21].
The results using this quantification procedure for the two investigated reactions will be presented in
the next section.
Table 1. Contribution of molecular (in bold) and fragmented ions to the different peaks (m/z) in the
mass spectrometry (MS) for Reactions (1) and (2). Hydrogen is common for the two reactions.
m/z Peak

Species

–
1
2
3
4

Hydrogen
H+
+
D , H2 +
HD+
D2 +
Ammonia 1
–
–
N+
NH+
NH2 + , ND+
NH3 + , NDH+
ND2 + , NDH2 +
ND2 H+
ND3 +

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
1

Methane 2
C+
CH+
CD+ , CH2 +
CDH+ , CH3 +
CH4 + , CD2 + , CDH2 +
CDH3 + , CD2 H+
CD3 H+
CD4 + 3

Water 2
–
–
–
–
O+
OH+
OH2 + , OD+
ODH+
OD2 +

Reaction (1). 2 Reaction (2). 3 Negligible intensity.

For the investigated ammonia reaction, the evaluation of the isotope exchange was confirmed by
the data retrieved from the IR spectra. A rough evaluation of the series of spectra in Figure 1b indicates
that the intensity profile of the vibrational/rotational band systems in the regions 3600–3100 cm−1 ,
1800–1300 cm−1 , and 1250–700 cm−1 is characteristic of NH3 (a typical spectrum of NH3 gas is reported
in the supported information, in Figure S2), and varies and becomes progressively shifted to lower
wave numbers as the plasma power increases. In addition, a series of new little bands appear in the
region of 2740–2400 cm−1 . This progressive shift and the appearance of new bands agree with the
progressive formation of ND2 H and NDH2 (and traces of ND3 at the highest power), substituting
the NH3 molecules (note that the overall amount of ammonia remained invariable). This qualitative
assessment of the spectral evolution and attribution of the bands coincides with the reported analysis
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of the IR spectra of NH3 , NH2 D, NHD2 , and ND3 in the gas phase [23–25]. After a careful evaluation
of these series of spectra, we could identify some specific bands that can be associated with NH3
(3335 cm−1 ), NH2 D (2505 cm−1 ), NHD2 (2558 cm−1 ), and ND3 (2420 cm−1 ), which have been used
to confirm the isotopic exchange deduced by the mass spectrometry analysis of the plasma activated
mixture. However, as the extinction coefficient for each particular band is not easily accessible,
the results will be semiquantitative and will be used just to confirm the tendencies deduced by MS.
2.2. Evaluation of Inefficient Reaction Events
The plasma induced reactions are triggered by the interaction of the plasma electrons with the gas
molecules, giving rise to a series of activated intermediate species, radicals, and ions, which, through
the intervention of a series of intermediate reactions, will eventually give rise to the product molecules
of Reactions (1) and (2) detected in the outlet mixture. It is noteworthy that such intermediate reactions
may involve not only “reactants”, but also “products” molecules if they are present in the reaction
medium. In the course of the DBD plasma processes, energy is wasted whenever these intermediate
reactions do not give rise to “products” molecules. The use of labelled reactants tries to monitor the
occurrence of the intermediate processes that are ineffective in producing “product” molecules. Some
examples illustrating this type of inefficient intermediate reactions are as follows:
Reaction (1)
NH3 + e− → NH* + 2H* + e−
NH* + D2 → NHD* + D*
NHD* + D2 → NHD2 + D*
where one NH3 molecule is being transformed into one NHD2 molecule (or another indistinguishable
NH3 molecule when using H2 instead of D2 ) after three intermediate reactions, a set of processes that
from the point of view of the reaction yield do not contribute to increasing the ammonia production
(although it spends a considerable amount of the energy associated to plasma electrons). We must
stress that in DBD process, particularly if they involve the use of catalysts, the intermediate reactions
not involving electrons may take place either in the plasma phase or on the surface of the interelectrode
pellets used to moderate the discharge (see reference [11], where we suggest this possibility for the
synthesis of ammonia).
Reaction (2)
D2 O+ e− → DO* + D* + e−
CH4 + D* → CH3 D + H*
or alternatively
CH4 + e− → CH3 * + H* + e−
CH3 * + e− → CH2 * + H* + e−
CH2 * + D* → CH2 D*
CH2 D* + D* → CH2 D2
or
CH3 * + D* → CH3 D
In this case, the energy of the electrons would be spent in dissociating the water or the methane
used as reactants and, through a series of intermediate reactions, in creating intermediate species that
react to form new CHx Dy molecules without giving rise to hydrogen and CO as reaction products
(Reaction (2)).
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Some of the intermediate species quoted above in the examples of the intermediate reactions
for Reactions (1) and (2) (e.g., H*, HO*, or NH*), have been effectively detected by optical emission
spectroscopy during these reactions [9,11,26].
One of the purposes of the present study using labelled reactants is to develop a methodology to
semi-quantitatively assess the occurrence of intermediate reactions. For this end, we will proceed in
the following two steps: (i) determine the percentual distribution of the distinct labelled molecules
of a given compound (e.g., the percentage of CH4 , CDH3 , and CD2 H2 ) in the outlet gases for each
experimental condition, (ii) approach the relative number of exchange processes that take place in
each experiment. For step (i), we used the evaluation procedure based on the m/z peak intensities
described in Section 2.1. For step (ii), we proceed as follows: we defined a relative number of reaction
events (REs) for each compound as the sum of the percentage of a given isotopically marked molecule,
multiplied by the number of exchanged isotope atoms, corrected by the flow ratio of this particular
molecule in the outlet flow (note that in the case of the wet reforming Reaction (2), the total outlet
flow increases with respect to the inlet). For example, the REs for methane (i.e., including all forms of
isotopically labelled molecules) will be determined as follows:
REmethane = [%CDH3 + %CD2 H2 × 2 + %CD3 H × 3] × [partial flow of methane/total outlet flow], (3)

where, for example, %CD3 H3 is the percentage of this labelled molecule, referred to the total number
of methane molecules. In this case, it is multiplied by three, because three H atoms in a parent CH4
reactant molecule have been substituted by D. A similar argument holds for the other isotopically
exchanged molecules.
Similarly, specific RE numbers can be defined for a specific isotopic molecular form. For example,
for CD3 H we will have the following:
RECD3H = [%CD3 Hx3] × [partial flow of CD3 H/total outlet flow],

(4)

Similar definitions of REs can be applied to the other labelled molecules (e.g., CD2 H2 ) detected
for Reaction (2) and for the ammonia Reaction (1), although, in this case, the inlet and outlet flows are
the same, as there is practically no net formation or decomposition of ammonia.
Similar relative numbers of the exchange reaction events can be determined for water (REwater )
and hydrogen (REhydrogen ), and for their specific labelled molecules. For a given reaction, the total
number of exchange reaction events (TRE) can be then calculated as the sum of all REs. We will make
the assumption that TRE is as an indication of the number inefficient intermediate reactions occurring
during the plasma process and, therefore, of the amount of energy wasted in the overall DBD plasma
process. This assumption is somehow arbitrary and clearly underestimates the actual number of
inefficient intermediate processes taking place to yield a given labelled molecule. This is so, because
the RE and TRE numbers defined as in Reactions (3) or (4) do not take into account all of the possible
intermediate processes contributing to isotope exchange reactions, see, for example, the intermediate
reactions shown as the examples in “Reaction (2)” above. Moreover, these definitions of RE and TRE
do not take into account the intermediate reactions involving either H2 or H* atoms that are present
in the system, and therefore do not give rise to isotopically exchanged molecules in the final isotopic
molecular mixture.
In the following sections, we will determine the REs and TREs for Reactions (1) and (2) as a
function of the power consumption, and discuss the evolution found in these parameters as a way to
semi-quantitatively estimate the energy ratio wasted in the intermediate reactions, which are inefficient
to render product molecules from the reactant molecules. These considerations rely on the assumption
that elementary reaction rates are not significantly affected by the type of isotope bonded to the
excited molecules. In reality, in conventional low pressure plasma, the rate of elementary reactions
can be little affected by the type of isotope [27]. However, in atmospheric pressure, non-equilibrium
plasmas excited with high AC voltages at relatively low frequency (i.e., conditions utilized in DBD
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discharges) energy are mainly used to induce very high electron temperatures and high vibrational
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3. Materials and Methods
Experiments have been carried out in a parallel plate DBD reactor made of stainless steel, which
incorporates two electrodes of the same material, and 7.6 cm of diameter separated by a distance of
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3. Materials and Methods
Experiments have been carried out in a parallel plate DBD reactor made of stainless steel, which
incorporates two electrodes of the same material, and 7.6 cm of diameter separated by a distance of
10 mm (i.e., gap between electrodes) in the case of the NH3 /D2 /N2 mixture, and 3 mm for the wet
reforming of methane. The bottom electrode was grounded while the top electrode was supplied with
a high AC voltage at frequencies in the range of the kHz. The space separating the electrodes was
filled with pellets of PZT (lead zirconate titanate). A more detailed description of the reactor and the
electrical supply can be found in our previous works [3,9,11]. A scheme of the experimental set-up is
reported in the Supporting Information (Figure S4).
The gases entered the reactor through the center of the bottom electrode thanks to a small grid with
a 1 cm diameter communicating the gas inlet tubes and the discharge zone. The reactants were dosed
by mass flow controllers and for D2 O with an automatic syringe. The D2 and D2 O were supplied by Air
Liquide (Alphagaz, Paris, France) and Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MI, USA), respectively. The following
mass flows were used for the experiments, as follows:
Ammonia reaction: NH3 3.7 cm3 ·min−1 , N2 8.6 cm3 ·min−1 , D2 25.8 cm3 ·min−1
Wet reforming of methane: CH4 4.8 cm3 ·min−1 ; D2 O 9 cm3 ·min−1
The reactor was kept at 130 ◦ C for the wet reforming reaction in order to avoid any condensation
of liquid water. For the NH3 /D2 /N2 mixture, initially, at room temperature, the reactor walls naturally
reached a temperature around 60 ◦ C after two hours of operation (i.e., at the steady state, when an
analysis of the outlet mixture was carried out). Under these operating conditions, and for a given
experiment, we can neglect any significant influence of temperature changes on process efficiency,
as the DBD processes reported were carried out at quite different values of this parameter [31].
The outlet gas mixture was analyzed with a mass spectrometer (Sensorlab, Prima Plus−Pfeiffer
Vacuum, Asslar, Germany). Samples of the outlet gases were dosed into the mass spectrometer through
a leak valve and a capillary tube to avoid any preferential enrichment of some species with respect
to others (see Supporting Information, Figure S4). In the case that several molecules or fragments
contribute to a given m/z peak, their particular contributions were estimated from the reported
fragmentation patterns of the different molecular species [22].
In the case of the ammonia reaction, the mass spectrometry data were complemented by the
infrared (IR) analysis of the outlet gases in an Agilent Cary 630 FTIR Spectrometer located in series with
the outlet flow of the gases. The IR spectra were recorded in the region between 4000 and 500 cm−1 ,
with a resolution of 1 cm−1 .
In the case of the NH3 /D2 /N2 mixture, the reactor was operated with a squared AC signal at a
frequency of 5 kHz, and a width of 80 µs in the positive side and 120 µs in the negative (see Figure S5
in the Supporting Information). The maximum to minimum voltage difference was varied between
3.5 and 7.9 kV, rendering powers values of 4.4, 20.4, 40.5, 62.0, and 81.3 W, as determined from the
corresponding Lissajous plots.
For the wet reforming reaction, the system was operated in the conventional AC mode using
frequencies of 0.4, 1, and 5 kHz, and voltages of 2.9, 2.5, and 2.6 kV in the sinusoidal mode. The power
consumptions were 7.0, 15.6, and 65.0 W.
The determination of the power consumption of the discharge was carried out by analyzing the
Lissajous curves recorded with an oscilloscope, according to a procedure previously described [3,9,10].
The experiments were carried out at increasing currents, keeping (i) the voltage for the wet reforming
of methane and (ii) the frequency (and the others mentioned characteristics of the pulse) for the
NH3 /D2 /N2 mixture approximately constant. The plot of the Lissajous curves obtained in the latter
case for the different powers applied to the reactor is presented in Figure 5. Their shape is quite
similar to that recorded when operating the reactor with a mixture N2 + H2 , thus indicating that
the two reaction mixtures behave similarly. Unlike the oval shape of the Lissajous curve obtained

Lissajous curves recorded with an oscilloscope, according to a procedure previously described
[3,9,10]. The experiments were carried out at increasing currents, keeping (i) the voltage for the wet
reforming of methane and (ii) the frequency (and the others mentioned characteristics of the pulse)
for the NH3/D2/N2 mixture approximately constant. The plot of the Lissajous curves obtained in the
latter case for the different powers applied to the reactor is presented in Figure 5. Their shape is quite
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4. Conclusions
4. Conclusions
In this work, we present a systematic description of the isotope labelling technique to study plasma
In this work, we present a systematic description of the isotope labelling technique to study
reactions. We show that elementary reactions, otherwise not accessible by the analysis of products,
plasma reactions. We show that elementary reactions, otherwise not accessible by the analysis of
can be brought into the scene using this labelling technique, which provides a semi-quantitative
products, can be brought into the scene using this labelling technique, which provides a semiprocedure to estimate its occurrence as a function of applied power. Using MS data as a basis for the
quantitative procedure to estimate its occurrence as a function of applied power. Using MS data as a
analysis, we introduced the concept of an inefficient reaction event and proposed a way of assessing the
basis for the analysis, we introduced the concept of an inefficient reaction event and proposed a way
value of this parameter for each reactant and labelled molecule. The obtained values are quite relevant
of assessing the value of this parameter for each reactant and labelled molecule. The obtained values
regarding the energy efficiency of the DBD reactions, and reveal that a considerable part of the energy
are quite relevant regarding the energy efficiency of the DBD reactions, and reveal that a considerable
is wasted in inducing events that do not give rise to the desired reaction products. This is firstly proved
part of the energy is wasted in inducing events that do not give rise to the desired reaction products.
for a ternary gas mixture of ammonia, deuterium, and nitrogen, with which all of the energy was
This is firstly proved for a ternary gas mixture of ammonia, deuterium, and nitrogen, with which all
consumed in isotope exchange reaction events without any net production of new ammonia molecules.
of the energy was consumed in isotope exchange reaction events without any net production of new
A similar analysis for the wet reforming of methane using deuterated water as a reactant yields a
ammonia molecules. A similar analysis for the wet reforming of methane using deuterated water as
similar result, although the progression towards the formation of carbon monoxide and hydrogen
a reactant yields a similar result, although the progression towards the formation of carbon monoxide
as final products was more favorable that in the case of the ammonia reaction. The differences in
and hydrogen as final products was more favorable that in the case of the ammonia reaction. The
the slopes of the plots representing the calculated numbers of the reaction events as a function of the
differences in the slopes of the plots representing the calculated numbers of the reaction events as a
applied power can be taken as a hint to predict the possibility of modifying the reaction yield, applying
function of the applied power can be taken as a hint to predict the possibility of modifying the
more power to the reactor. For the ternary mixture, the found linear evolution of the number of the
reaction yield, applying more power to the reactor. For the ternary mixture, the found linear
total reaction events with applied power precludes that the reaction yield could increase with the
applied power. This is not the case for the methane reforming reaction, and the methane conversion
may increase up to 50% at the maximum power.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4344/9/1/45/s1,
Figures S1–S5. Figure S1: MS spectra (zone m/z from 13 to 20) taken for the ternary mixture N2 +D2 +NH3 before
(black line) and after (red line) switching on the plasma. The residual intensity at m/z = 18 is due to the residual
water always present in the MS chambers. After application of plasma there is a change in the relative intensities
of m/z peaks at 16, 17, 18 and 19, while the m/z peak at 14 remains constant. These changes are attributed to
isotope exchange processes affecting to some of the initially detected NH3 molecules that become transformed into
NH2 D, NHD2 and ND3 (see the text); Figure S2: FTIR spectra recorded for binary N2 +D2 (black line) and ternary
N2 +D2 +NH3 (red line) mixtures before plasma ignition. This analysis disregards the presence of water in the
reactor chamber, since the zone 1300–2000 cm−1 only presents bands for the ternary mixture, which correspond to
NH3 ; Figure S3. Evolution of the intensity of the IR absorption bands attributed to different ammonia species
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during isotope labelling processes induced by DBD plasma; Figure S4: Scheme of the experimental set-up. A more
detailed description of the reactor and the electrical supply can be found in our previous works. Outlet gas flow is
represented with the point line; Figure S5: Squared AC curves for the different maximum to minimum voltage
difference (3.5, 6.7, 8.7, 8.7 and 7.9 kV) and power (4.4, 20.4, 40.5, 62.0 and 81.3 W) in the case of the NH3 /D2 /N2
mixture. Squared signals are expected to provide a higher efficiency that sinusoidal ones due to their higher
Vrms value.
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results, and proposal of methodology and manuscript writing was done by A.G.-R. and A.R.G.-E.
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